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Foreword
For nearly a decade, Marsh’s Restaurant Segment has worked closely with leading 
restaurant risk professionals, sharing insights and best practices from across the 
industry to help them improve their daily risk management efforts. 

This industry-leading survey, focused on the industry’s top current and emerging risk 
topics, is the outcome of our work together. It provides actionable insights to support 
restaurant professionals with reducing their loss costs and effectively managing risks 
across their organizations.

In collaboration with colleagues from Oliver Wyman, we analyzed survey responses 
and data from 45 restaurant companies, representing 75+ brands and more than 
50,000 locations. Our findings aim to provide risk management, safety, claims, and 
legal professionals with restaurant industry best practices and guidance.

We hope that you find this survey report valuable and that the insights will help you 
support your risk, financial, and strategic objectives.

John Logan
Managing Director
Restaurant Industry Segment Leader
Marsh Inc. 

Kristi Whistle
Managing Director
Restaurant Center of Excellence Leader
Marsh Inc.

Kathy Nemecek
Manager-Risk Management
Illitch Holdings, Inc.

David Rydeen
Senior Director, Crew Safety, 
Fry Cook & Cashier
Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers

JJ Fuqua 
Director-Global Risk Manager
Papa Johns International
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Executive summary
This year’s survey consisted of 78 questions in multiple categories based on key risks and current/ 
emerging trends facing the restaurant industry. Below are some of the leading insights derived from 
participants' responses.

Dining habits and delivery continue to evolve
The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting widespread lockdowns in 2020 significantly impacted the 
restaurant industry and shifted dining habits.

Our survey found:

• Close to three quarters of respondents said they are considering or have already started making 
changes to their restaurants due to decreased demand for on-premises dining. 

• There has been an increase in restaurants offering delivery from all of their locations as restaurants 
seek alternative methods to engage customers. 

• Most participants use multiple delivery methods to get food to their customers, so there has been a 
decrease in the reported use of employee-owned vehicles to deliver orders. 

Third-party claims
The increased involvement of third parties delivering orders to customers has raised questions on how 
this changing business model impacts claims. In this year’s survey, more companies reported increases 
in claims arising from their use of third-party delivery services.

• There was a significant increase in respondents saying they experienced liability claims arising from 
third-party delivery personnel being on their premises, from 20% reporting such claims in 2020 to 45% 
in 2022.

• A small percentage of respondents reported more product liability and auto liability claims caused by 
delivery services; none of the respondents to our 2020 survey reported such claims.

Expanding use of specialty coverages
Unique lines of insurance coverage continue to increase in popularity. From 2020 to 2022:

• The number of companies purchasing cyber coverage increased from 90% to 97%.

• The number of companies purchasing franchise errors and omissions (E&O) coverage increased 
from 33% to 46%.

Safety policies and assessments
Safety policies and assessments continue to be a key factor in helping risk managers within the 
restaurant industry mitigate emerging risks. For example:

• While 45% of respondents, roughly the same as in 2020, said they still have to finalize their active 
shooter policy, there was a slight increase in respondents who said they have conducted active shooter 
training at all restaurant locations. More respondents have also purchased training material.

• The number of companies that have NOT conducted a formal assessment of hazard exposures in the 
past two years is 49%.
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Survey findings
General policy and operations
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General policy and operations

64%

36%

Privately held Publicly owned

60%

48%

33%

12%

7%

Casual

Quick service/café

Fast casual

Entertainment

Fine dining

48%

33%

19%

We do not have
locations outside

the US

Franchise
locations

Corporate owned
locations

93%

57%

7%

My company
owns stores

under our own
brand

My company is
the franchisor:

Other companies
own stores

under our brand

My company is
the franchisee:
We own stores

under someone
else's brand

12%

8%

18%

33%

25%

6%

15%

18%

25%

18%

23%

9%

33%

25%

24%

23%

18%

33%

35%

23%

27%

25%

6%

8%

9%

Quick service/café

Fast casual

Casual

Fine dining

Entertainment

1–20 stores 21–100 stores 101–250 stores 251–500 stores 501–1,000 stores 1,001–10,000 stores

1. Corporate ownership structure. 2. What segments apply to your  company?

3. Do you have locations in a country 
outside of the US?

4. Franchise description.

5. Please indicate the number of stores owned under your own brand in the following segments.
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13%

33%
53%

6. Do you serve alcohol at your restaurants? 

5%
10%

85%

67%

25%

8%

100%100%

Quick service/café Fast casual Casual

Fine dining Entertainment

Yes, at all locations Yes, at some locations No

14%

29%

33%

10%

14%

0–2% 3–5% 5–10% 10–20% >20%

7. What percentage of your annual sales comprises alcohol?
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86%

7% 5% 5%

No Yes, requiring more
exposure to fire/hot

elements

Yes, resulting in additional
storage and material

handling risks

Yes, resulting in other risks

78%

22%

Yes No

18%

68%

13%

No, there is no allergen training in place

Yes, all employees receive allergen training

Yes, only management receives allergen
training

8. Has there been a significant change in your menu in the past three years resulting in changes to the 
risk profile? (Please select all that apply.)

9. Do you have a formal written policy 
on allergens?

10. Do you have a training program in place 
regarding allergens?

78%

20%

0% 0% 2%

0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50

11. How many full time employees are in your risk management department?
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100%

95%

88%

86%

83%

71%

71%

67%

55%

55%

48%

40%

40%

24%

12%

5%

5%

0%

0%

Claims management

Certificate of insurance 
management

Insurance procurement

Safety (OSHA compliance, 
EHS, training, ergonomics, 

etc.)
Crisis management/

incident response

Contract review/
risk transfer

Statement of values

Bonds/LOC

Cyber/IT risk management

TCOR/actuarial analysis

Enterprise risk management

Property inspection/risk control

Loss prevention/asset protection 
(alarms, CCTV, policies, security 

guards, policies)

Business continuity planning

Food safety, health code, 
or sanitation

Governance, risk, and compliance

Life safety (inspections, fire 
suppression, sprinklers, exit 

lighting, etc.)

Supply chain risk management

Property engineering

29%

29%

21%

14%

12%

We do not have a RMIS

Carrier/TPA System

Origami Risk

Riskonnect

Other

12. Please select all the areas of responsibility which fall within the risk management department/function.

13. Do you use a risk management information system (RMIS)? (Please select all that apply.)
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81%

10%
10%

We are not currently planning to deploy robotics

No, but planning to in next 12 months

Yes, but only as a pilot

29%

15%

20%

37%

This is under consideration

Yes, we have more focus on outdoor dining
and/or drive through
Yes, we have a smaller prototype

No

59%

15%

10%

10%

7%

Unsure or not applicable

We are offering alternative
proteins on our menu

We have announced plans
to reduce GHG emissions

We are procuring
environmentally friendly

ingredients

We are altering our to-go
packaging

45%

38%

14%

10%

2%

Finance

Legal

Human resources

Operations

Risk management is a
stand-alone C-suite

office.
stand-alone 

C-suite office

proteins on our menu

We have announced plans 
to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions

We are procuring 
environmentally

friendly ingredients

packaging

14. Which C-suite function does risk management 
report up through? (Please select all that apply.)

15. Have you deployed robotics at any of your 
restaurants?

16. Have you reimagined your restaurant 
new builds due to less demand for on-premises 
dining?

17. In regards to the environment aspect of ESG, 
what issues are you tackling? (Please select all 
that apply.)
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Delivery/drivers

Survey findings
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40%

50%

33%

20%

40%

21%

42%

33%

20%

29%

25%

67%

80%

Quick service/café

Fast casual

Casual

Fine dining

Entertainment

Yes, all locations Yes, some locations No

94%

45%

29%

Third-party delivery service (such as Grubhub)

Employees in personal vehicles

Employees in corporate vehicles

27%

64%

9%

Corporate employee Store manager Third party

Delivery/drivers
18. Do any of your restaurants offer delivery service? 

19. What methods are used in your delivery service? (Please select all that apply.)

20. How is the primary auto insurance for personal vehicles verified?
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93%

80%

73%

60%

53%

47%

27%

27%

27%

27%

20%

Motor vehicle record checks

Operator safety rules (such as mandatory safety belt use,
prohibitions on drinking and driving)

Collision reporting and investigation procedures

Assignment of responsibilities and procedures to assure
that responsibilities are performed

Inspection and maintenance procedures

Driver training

Telematics, cameras, or similar technology

Vehicle selection standards that include minimum safety
requirements

Charge backs to departments for damage to company
vehicles

Charge backs to departments for damage to auto liability

Policies applying controls for all driving operations,
ncluding the driving of personal and daily rental…

57%

43%

29%

29%

Annually

During orientation for new drivers only

As remedial training (when there is an
accident or unsafe act)

Varies by location

accident or unsafe act)

Policies applying controls for all driving operations, 
including the driving of personal and daily rental

vehicles on company business

requirements

vehicles

that responsibilities are performed

prohibitions on drinking and driving)

21. What safety controls are you using for your employees who are delivery drivers? (Please select all
that apply.)

22. When is driver safety training provided? (Please select all that apply.)
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10%

21%

69%

45
%

32
%

19
%

3%

Yes No Only if food is delivered by
third-party delivery

Varies by location

43%

29%

21%

21%

Initial MVR check when employee starts
driving

Continuous MVR monitoring

More often than annual for some
employees driving

Annual MVR check of all employees driving

driving

employees driving

23. How often do you access MVRs for employees driving delivery vehicles? (Please select all that apply.)

24-26. Regarding your experience with third-party delivery services, what has been your claims experience 
from the following insurance lines?

27. Do you use tamper resistant/evident packaging in your delivery process?

7%

14%

79%

7%

38%55%

Moderate claims experience (more than other vendors)

Similar experience to other vendors No claims experience

Product liability 
claims caused by 

the delivery 
service

Auto liability 
claims caused 
by the delivery 

service

Liability claims 
arising from third-

party delivery 
personnel being 

on your premises
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100%

88%

75%

69%

63%

56%

50%

25%

25%

25%

13%

Motor vehicle record checks

Operator safety rules (such as mandatory safety belt use,
prohibitions on drinking and driving)

Collision reporting and investigation procedures

Inspection and maintenance procedures

Policies applying controls for all driving operations,
including the driving of personal and daily rental vehicles

on company business

Driver training

Vehicle selection standards that include minimum safety
requirements

Assignment of responsibilities and procedures to assure
that responsibilities are performed

Telematics, cameras, or similar technology

Charge backs to departments for damage to company
vehicles

Charge backs to departments for damage to auto liability

56%

19%
13% 13%

Other dedicated driving
operations (not customer

food delivery)

Local supply delivery Long haul trucking/freight
operations

Inter-store deliveries

Policies applying controls for all driving operations, 
including the driving of personal and daily rental 

vehicles on company business

requirements

that responsibilities are performed

vehicles

prohibitions on drinking and driving)

28. Do you have dedicated driving operations aside from customer food delivery?

29. What safety controls are you using for your employees in your non-customer food delivery operations? 
(Please select all that apply.)
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56%

56%

56%

22%

11%

During orientation for new drivers only

Annually

As remedial training (when there is an accident or
unsafe act)

Other

Monthly

53%

40%

20%

Initial MVR check when employee starts driving

Continuous MVR monitoring

Annual MVR check of all employees driving

or unsafe act)

30. When is driver-safety training provided for your non-customer delivery operations? (Please select all 
that apply.)

31. How often do you access MVRs for employees in your non-customer food delivery operations? (Please 
select all that apply.)
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Safety policies and practices

Survey findings
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57%

29%

29%

10%

7%

7%

7%

5%

5%

We do not drug test employees

Reasonable suspicion

Post-accident

Before approval to drive for the company

Random

Other

Before assignment of a corporate vehicle

Limited corporate and management positions

Before promotion

36%

29%

21%

17%

10%

Yes, local management lead the meetings

Varies by location

No

Only in states where they are required

Yes, corporate safety personnel lead the meetings

64%

52%

50%

48%

31%

21%

In-person seminars/meetings

Webinars/scheduled computer-based training

Safety videos produced in-house

On-demand computer-based training

Safety videos commercially produced

Other

Safety policies and practices
32. Do you drug test employees? (Please select all that apply.)

33. Do you have safety committee meetings at your locations? (Please select all that apply.)

34. How do you provide safety training for employees/managers? (Please select all that apply.)
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55%

38%

31%

24%

21%

During orientation for new employees only

Varies by location

Annually

Monthly

As remedial training (when there was an
injury or unsafe act)

83%

33%

29%

17%

5%

Written programs

On-site audit

OSHA training (produced in-house)

OSHA training (commercially produced)

Other

injury or unsafe act)

69%

19%

7%

5%

No, we haven’t seen an increase

Yes, we have seen a small increase in activity
(25% more activity)

Yes, we have seen an extreme increase in
activity (75% more activity)

Yes, we have seen a large increase in activity
(50% more activity)

Yes, we have seen a small increase
in activity (25% more activity)

activity (75% more activity)

activity (50% more activity)

35. How often is safety training provided to employees? (Please select all that apply.)

36. Which of the following mechanisms do you have in place to ensure restaurants comply with Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OHSA) standards? (Please select all that apply.)

37. Have your locations seen an increase in OSHA activity (inspections, queries, calls) in the last 12 months?

Yes, we have seen an extreme increase
in activity (75% more activity)

Yes, we have seen a large increase
in activity (50% more activity)
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49%

32%

17%

2%

No

Yes, some locations

Yes, all locations

Unknown

74%

24%

18%

16%

3%

Claim history

Rotating cycle

Randomly selected

Pre-determined criteria

Restaurant type (size, strip mall, free standing)

55%

38%

14%

7%

5%

2%

Payroll deduction is available to the employees

Employees are solely responsible

We do not have a slip-resistant footwear program

The program is company funded for all employees

The program is company funded for managers and
certain positions

Left to the discretion of local management

certain positions

38. Has a formal hazard assessment of exposures (for example, ergonomics, material handling, cut, burn, 
slip/fall exposure) been conducted and documented in the past two years?

39. If locations are strategically selected for a safety assessment, how are the locations determined? (Please 
select all that apply.)

40. How is your slip-resistant footwear program funded? (Please select all that apply.)
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83%

14%
3%

Required at all locations
Voluntary at all locations
Varies by location

86%

76%

55%

29%

14%

12%

Front of house

Entranceways

Back of house

Store manager discretion

Varies by location

Only during inclement
weather

45%

19%

17%

14%

5%

Yes, at all locations, for all cutting tasks

No

Yes, for certain tasks

Use of cut gloves is encouraged but left to the discretion
of local management

Cut gloves are available but not required

71%

57%

Back kitchen

Prep line

weather

Use of cut gloves is encouraged but
left to the discretion of local management

41. Is your slip-resistant footwear program 
voluntary or required?

42. Do your locations use wet floor signs? (Please select 
all that apply.)

43. Do you require the use of cut gloves?

44. Where are cut gloves required? (Please select all that apply.)
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45%

26%

21%

19%

17%

12%

10%

5%

2%

We have yet to finalize our active shooter policy

We have a written active shooter policy

We developed training material

Training was conducted at all restaurant locations

Training was conducted at all corporate locations

Training provided at time of hire

We purchased training material

Training was conducted at some corporate locations

Training was conducted at some restaurant locations

43%

26%

14%

5%

5%

We follow local regulations

We have a written policy forbidding the carrying of any
firearm

We have a written policy forbidding open carry

Local management is responsible for this policy

We have a written policy forbidding concealed carry

We have a written policy forbidding the 
carrying of any firearm

45. What active shooter mitigation was used in the past two years? (Please select all that apply.)

46. Do you have a policy on guests possessing firearms on your premises?
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90%

88%

83%

71%

71%

64%

57%

57%

43%

38%

36%

26%

Entrances/exits

Cash collection areas

Front counter

Customer seating areas

Kitchen

Manager office/area

Drive-through lane

Parking lot

Dish area

Stock rooms

Bar

Cooler/freezer

47. When using CCTVs, what areas do you monitor? (Please select all that apply.)
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Claims administration

Survey findings
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83%

14%

2%

WC claims are not administered in-house

All claims

Claims less than $2,500

49%

10%

2%

7%

2%

2%

15%

12%

GL claims are not administered in-house

Claims less than a certain low dollar threshold
(for example, $100, $200, $500)

Claims less than $2,500

Claims less than $5,000

Claims less than $10,000

Claims less than $25,000

All claims

All claims except for certain specialty claims

Claims administration

(for example $100, $200, $500)

48. Are workers' compensation (WC) claims administered in-house?

49. Are general liability (GL) claims administered in-house?
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33%

50%

17%

0-1 1 1-2

31%

31%

6%

6%

6%

19%

0-1

1

2

2-3

3

>3

69%

67%

55%

40%

33%

29%

26%

24%

14%

Nurse case management (NCM) telephonic case
management

Nurse case management (NCM), field case management

24/7 nurse triage

Telemedicine

Transportation services

Predictive analytics to identify high-exposure cases

Formal process for injured workers exceeding LOA

Method to identify opioid abuse on WC claims

Adjuster incentive rewards/TPA performance guarantee

9% 13% 13% 9% 17% 4% 9% 9% 4%

0-5% 5-10% 10-20% 20-30% 30-40% 40-
50%

60-70% 70-80% 80-
90%

90-100%

13%

management

50. How many FTEs are in your WC claims 
administration department?

51. How many FTEs are in your GL claims 
administration department?

52. Do you use any of the following claims administration strategies? (Please select all that apply.)

53. What is the estimated percentage of your claims reported to 24/7 nurse triage?
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40% 24% 32% 4%
1-5% 5-10% 10-20% 20-

30%

49%

49%

2%

Location manager

Corporate

Injured worker

19% 31% 31% 8% 12%

1-5% 5-10% 10-20% 20-30% 30-40%

41%

20%

15%

12%

10%

2%

Phone

Company-controlled RMIS

Fax/scanned document in email

Vendor/carrier/TPA controlled software
system

Company-controlled software (non-RMIS)

Other

30%

23%

38%

10%

We do not have TX locations

Yes

No

Unknown

Vendor/carrier/TPA controlled 
software system

54. What percentage of your claims use NCM telephonic case management?

55. What percent of your claims use NCM field case management?

56. Who is usually responsible for reporting WC claims to the TPA/carrier?

57. What is the primary method of reporting WC claims at the store level?

58. For your WC claims, do you opt out as a Texas nonsubscriber?
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52%

29%

17%

2%

2%

2%

We do not have a formal cost allocation system

The location is allocated WC cost based on exposure

The location is allocated WC cost based on a capped
value of WC claims at that location

WC claim frequency is a separate metric in the location
manager bonus structure

WC claim severity is a separate metric in the location
manager bonus structure

The location is allocated WC cost based on the full value
of WC claims at that location

62%

24%

12%

2%

2%

2%

We do not have a formal cost allocation system

The location is allocated GL cost based on exposure

The location is allocated GL cost based on a capped value
of GL claims at that location

GL claim frequency is a separate metric in the location
manager bonus structure

GL claim severity is a separate metric in the location
manager bonus structure

The location is allocated GL cost based on the full value
of GL claims at that location

59%

83%

82%

100%

50%

29%

17%

9%

50%

12%

9%

Quick service/café

Fast casual

Casual

Fine dining

Entertainment

Yes No Varies by location

value of WC claims at that location

manager bonus structure

claims at that location

manager bonus structure

GL claims at that location

manager bonus structure

manager bonus structure

GL claims at that location

59. Are your location managers held accountable for the impact of WC claims through a formal cost 
allocation system? (Please select all that apply.)

60. Are your location managers held accountable for the impact of GL claims through a formal cost allocation 
system? (Please select all that apply.)

61. Do you have a formal return-to-work program in place for stores you own  under your brand? 
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67%

100%

100%

100%

33%Quick service/café

Fast casual

Casual

Entertainment

Yes No Varies by location

33%

67%

Yes No

55%

31%

26%

19%

Yes, my TPA/carrier provides me with a comparison to
their book of business

Yes, we conduct internal company trends only

No, I do not benchmark any comparisons on WC
disability duration

Yes, I compare my results with other external sources of
data

their book of business

disability duration

data

62. Do you have a formal return-to-work program in place for stores you franchise?

63. Do you use off-site transitional duty programs (such as charitable organizations)?

64. Do you benchmark the duration of WC disability by type of injury? (Please select all that apply.)
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71
%

0%

12
%

12
% 24

%

6%

58
%

33
%

0% 0%

8%

0%

82
%

0% 0% 0%

18
%

0%

67
%

0% 0% 0%

33
%

0%

25
%

25
%

0% 0%

50
%

0%

Yes, gift cards
from our brand

only

No Yes, other
alternative

compensation

Yes, gift cards
from our brand

and other brands

Varies by location Yes, gift cards
from banks/credit

card companies

Quick service/café Fast casual Casual Fine dining Entertainment

77
%

8%

50
%

23
%

8%

67
%

0%

17
%

17
%

0%0% 0%

10
0%

0% 0%0% 0%

10
0%

0% 0%

No Varies by location We do not handle this
for franchisors

Yes, gift cards from
our brand only

Yes, other alternative
compensation

Quick service/café Fast casual Casual Entertainment

65. Regarding stores you own under your own brand: Do you use gift cards or other alternative forms of
compensation to resolve claims for stores you operate? (Please select all that apply.)

66. Regarding stores for which you are the franchisor (you allow others to own stores under your brand):
Do you use gift cards or other alternative forms of compensation to resolve claims? (Please select all
that apply.)

100%100% 100% 100%

Varies by location We do not handle this for franchisorsNo

Yes, gift cards from our brand only Yes, other alternative compensation

Quick 
service/café Fast casual Casual Entertainment

67. Regarding stores for which you are the franchisee (you own stores under someone else's brand): Do you
use gift cards or other alternative forms of compensation to resolve claims?
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Risk financing

Survey findings
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97%

62%

46%

24%

11%

8%

0%

Cyber

Product contamination (trade name restoration)

Franchise E&O (for franchisors)

Wage and hour

Separate reputational risk policy

Environmental liability

Workplace violence

14
% 20

%

34
%

17
%

11
%

3%
0–$5 million $6–$10 million $11–$20 million $21–$50 million $51–$100 million >$100 million

0%

23
%

36
%

27
%

9%

5%

0–$5 million $6–$10 million $11–$20 million $21–$50 million $51–$100 million >$100 million

Risk financing
68. Do you purchase any of the following specialty insurance coverage? (Please select all that apply.)

69. What cyber insurance limits do you purchase?

70. What product contamination (trade name restoration) insurance limits do you purchase?
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56%

17%

15%

15%

12%

5%

No

Yes, involving company information

Yes, involving customer information

Vendor breach involving customer information

Vendor breach involving company information

Franchisee only breach

7%

93%

Yes No

100%

Yes No

22%

78%

Yes

No

71. Have you ever experienced a cyber breach? (Please select all that apply.)

72. Do you have a wholly owned captive 
insurance company?

73. Are you part of a group captive?

74. As a franchisor, do you have an affinity program whereby the franchisee can access risk financing 
through a corporate program?
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80%

80%

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

Auto liability

General liability

Property

Employment practices liability

Workers' compensation

Cyber liability

Product contamination (trade name restoration)

0%

25
%

25
%

0% 0% 0% 0%

10
0%

75
%

75
%

10
0%

10
0%

10
0%

10
0%

Workers'
compensation

General liability Auto liability Property Cyber liability Product
contamination
(trade name
restoration)

Employment
practices
liability

Yes No

75. What risks can the franchisee purchase through the affinity program? (Please select all that apply.)

76. Are the franchisees required to purchase any of the lines of coverage in the affinity program?
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About Marsh
Marsh is the world’s leading insurance broker and 
risk advisor. With around 45,000 colleagues operating 
in 130 countries, Marsh serves commercial and 
individual clients with data-driven risk solutions and 
advisory services. Marsh is a business of Marsh 
McLennan (NYSE: MMC), the world’s leading 
professional services firm in the areas of risk, strategy 
and people. With annual revenue nearly $20 billion, 
Marsh McLennan helps clients navigate an 
increasingly dynamic and complex environment 
through four market-leading businesses: Marsh, 
Guy Carpenter, Mercer and Oliver Wyman. For more 
information, visit marsh.com, follow us on LinkedIn 
and Twitter or subscribe to BRINK.

Marsh is a business of Marsh McLennan. 

This document and any recommendations, analysis, or advice provided by Marsh 
(collectively, the “Marsh Analysis”) are not intended to be taken as advice 
regarding any individual situation and should not be relied upon as such. The 
information contained herein is based on sources we believe reliable, but we 
make no representation or warranty as to its accuracy. Marsh shall have no 
obligation to update the Marsh Analysis and shall have no liability to you or any 
other party arising out of this publication or any matter contained herein. Any 
statements concerning actuarial, tax, accounting, or legal matters are based 
solely on our experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and are not to 
be relied upon as actuarial, tax, accounting, or legal advice, for which you should 
consult your own professional advisors. Any modeling, analytics, or projections 
are subject to inherent uncertainty, and the Marsh Analysis could be materially 
affected if any underlying assumptions, conditions, information, or factors are 
inaccurate or incomplete or should change. Marsh makes no representation or 
warranty concerning the application of policy wording or the financial condition 
or solvency of insurers or reinsurers. Marsh makes no assurances regarding the 
availability, cost, or terms of insurance coverage. Although Marsh may provide 
advice and recommendations, all decisions regarding the amount, type or terms 
of coverage are the ultimate responsibility of the insurance purchaser, who must 
decide on the specific coverage that is appropriate to its particular circumstances 
and financial position.

1166 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10036

Copyright © 2022, Marsh LLC. All rights reserved. MA22-16225 945577403
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